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Local Education Agency (LEA) Name: Ballard Elementary School District
CDS Code: 42 69104 0000000
School Year: 2022-23
LEA contact information: Pam Rennick, (805) 688-4812, prennick@ballardschool.org

School districts receive funding from different sources: state funds under the Local Control Funding Formula
(LCFF), other state funds, local funds, and federal funds. LCFF funds include a base level of funding for all
LEAs and extra funding - called "supplemental and concentration" grants - to LEAs based on the enrollment of
high needs students (foster youth, English learners, and low-income students).

Budget Overview for the 2022-23 School Year

All federal funds
$42,734.00, 2%
All other LCFF funds,
$2,270,069.00, 87%

All local funds, $53,990.00,
2%

Total LCFF Funds,
$2,291,986.00, 89%

All other state funds,
$191,741.00, 7%
LCFF supplemental &
concentration grants
$21,917.00, 0%

This chart shows the total general purpose revenue Ballard Elementary School District expects to receive in
the coming year from all sources.

The total revenue projected for Ballard Elementary School District is $2,580,451.00 of which $2,291,986.00 is
Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF), $191,741.00 is other state funds, $53,990.00 is local funds, and
$42,734.00 is federal funds. Of the $2,291,986.00 in LCFF Funds, $21,917.00 is generated based on the
enrollment of high needs students (foster youth, English learner, and low-income students).
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The LCFF gives school districts more flexibility in deciding how to use state funds. In exchange, school
districts must work with parents, educators, students, and the community to develop a Local Control and
Acccountability Plan (LCAP) that shows how they will use these funds to serve students.

Total Budgeted
General Fund
Expenditures,
$2,626,210.00

Total Budgeted
Expenditures in
LCAP,
$671,416.00

This chart provides a quick summary of how much Ballard Elementary School District plans to spend for
2022-23. It shows how much of the total is tied to planned actions and services in the LCAP.
Ballard Elementary School District plans to spend $2,626,210.00 for the 2022-23 school year. Of that
amount, $671,416.00 is tied to actions/services in the LCAP and $1,954,794.00 is not included in the LCAP.
The budgeted expenditures that are not included in the LCAP will be used for the following: General Fund
budget expenditures not shown in the LCAP are general operating costs such as facilities and some contracts
with service providers as well as the majority of staff costs.

Increased or Improved Services for High Needs Students in in the LCAP for the 2021 – 22
School Year
In 2022-23, Ballard Elementary School District is projecting it will receive $21,917.00 based on the enrollment
of foster youth, English learner, and low-income students. Ballard Elementary School District must describe
how it intends to increase or improve services for high needs students in the LCAP. Ballard Elementary
School District plans to spend $103,984.00 towards meeting this requirement, as described in the LCAP.
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Update on Increased or Improved Services for High Needs Students in 2021-22

Total Budgeted Expenditures for
High Needs Students in the
LCAP

$144,122.00

Actual Expenditures for High
Needs Students in the Learning
Continuity Plan

$83,120.00

This chart compares what Ballard Elementary School District budgeted last year in the Learning Continuity
Plan for actions and services that contribute to increasing or improving services for high needs students with
what Ballard Elementary School District estimates it has spent on actions and services that contribute to
increasing or improving services for high needs students in the current year.

In 2021-22, Ballard Elementary School District's Learning Continuity Plan budgeted $144,122.00 for planned
actions to increase or improve services for high needs students. Ballard Elementary School District actually
spent $83,120.00 for actions to increase or improve services for high needs students in 2021-22. The
difference between the budgeted and actual expenditures of $61,002.00 had the following impact on BESD's
ability to increase or improve services for high needs students: The intervention teacher resigned in
November for family reasons. The district was unable to find a replacement during the COVID pandemic.
This reduced the costs for this position, but did impact the services that unduplicated students were able to
receive during 2020-21 school year until a replacement was found.
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Local Control Accountability Plan
The instructions for completing the Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) follow the template.
Local Educational Agency (LEA) Name
Ballard Elementary School District

Contact Name and Title
Pam Rennick
Superintendent

Email and Phone
prennick@ballardschool.org
(805) 688-4812

Plan Summary [2022-23]
General Information
A description of the LEA, its schools, and its students in grades transitional kindergarten-12, as applicable to the LEA.
The Ballard Elementary School District is a elementary district in Santa Barbara county serving a rural community in grades TK-8. The district has 1 school. The
current enrollment is 133 students of which 5 are ELs, 4 are socio-economically disadvantaged, 105 are white, 27 are hispanic, 10 are students with disabilities
and the district has no foster youth.

Reflections: Successes
A description of successes and/or progress based on a review of the California School Dashboard (Dashboard) and local data.
The LEA is most proud of the progress on the following state and local indicators.
85% - % of students completing 2 formative local assessments ( baseline = 80% ) Data Source: ESE LCAP Teacher Survey
100% - % on the Facilities Inspection Tool overall rating ( baseline = 98.9% ) Data Source: Local-FIT
94.1% - % of stakeholders that perceive school as safe or very safe ( weighted equally by certificated staff, classified staff, students and parents ) ( baseline =
97.4% ) Data Source: ESE Climate Survey
40% - % of households responding to the District Parent Survey ( baseline = 29% ) Data Source: ESE Parent Survey
The LEA has included the following actions in the LCAP to assist in maintaining and building upon this progress: 01.01, 01.02 and 01.03

Reflections: Identified Need
A description of any areas that need significant improvement based on a review of Dashboard and local data, including any areas of low performance and
significant performance gaps among student groups on Dashboard indicators, and any steps taken to address those areas.
There were no state indicators on the 21-22 school year CA School Dashboard in which any student group was Red or Orange.
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There were no state indicators on the 21-22 school year CA School Dashboard in which any student group was two or more performance levels below the all
student performance.
There were no state indictors on the 18-19 CA Dashboard that were Orange or Red overall or for at least one student group.
There were no state indicators on the 18-19 school year CA School Dashboard in which any student group was two or more performance levels below the all
student performance.

LCAP Highlights
A brief overview of the LCAP, including any key features that should be emphasized.
The 2022-23 LCAP has the following goals as top priorities:
01 - Ensure that all students can demonstrate proficiency in math and literacy skills for multiple College and Career Readiness options.
02 - Maintain a school environment that is physically, socially and emotionally safe and welcoming to all students, parents and community members causing
connectedness with the school to increase.
To measure this progress the LCAP calls for the following expected outcomes:
90% - % meeting standard on CAASPP ELA ( Baseline: 87.7% )
90% - % meeting standard on CAASPP Math ( Baseline: 84.9% )
80 - # on the District School Climate Survey overall index rating ( Baseline: 82.7 )
The following actions are designed to assist in meeting the highlighted goals: 01.01, 01.02, 01.03, 02.01 and 03.03
• 01.01: Develop and execute a comprehensive PD plan for teachers and paraprofessionals that focuses strengthening teacher understanding of the RLA and
Math programs, but also provides training on some of the following: intervention systems ( academic, social-emotional, behavioral ), ELD Standards, digital
learning resources and Cultural Proficiency.
• 01.02: Provide a diagnostic and formative assessment system (Dibels, STAR Reading & Math) in RLA and Math for TK - 6th grade that provides information on
student learning loss, and individual student learning needs.
• 01.03: Provide a tiered RTI program in both RLA and Math that provides appropriate instruction to address the needs of students who are in need of additional
support including: early screening, progress monitoring, student development of academic goals, additional instructional supports to address academic gaps,
teacher collaboration to address barriers to academic success, intervention supports and referrals to the Student Study Team (SST), and an Intervention teacher
to coordinate the RTI program. ( 1 FTE @ $142,918 / FTE )
• 02.01: Continue to provide activities designed to increase student and parent engagement and connectivity with the school. These include in school activities
like Character Counts with monthly recognition and student awards assemblies, field trips, enrichment classes and outside speakers. These also include after
school activities like tutorial, enrichment activities, and Homework Club.
• 03.03: In partnership with the PTA, host two evening events related to issues relevant to parenting issues. Work with the PTA’s social media chair to provide
information about and promote both the PTA and the district
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Comprehensive Support and Improvement
An LEA with a school or schools eligible for comprehensive support and improvement must respond to the following prompts.

Schools Identified
A list of the schools in the LEA that are eligible for comprehensive support and improvement.
No schools were identified for CSI.

Support for Identified Schools
A description of how the LEA has or will support its eligible schools in developing comprehensive support and improvement plans.
No schools were identified for CSI.

Monitoring and Evaluating Effectiveness
A description of how the LEA will monitor and evaluate the plan to support student and school improvement.
No schools were identified for CSI.
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Engaging Educational Partners
A summary of the process used to engage educational partners and how this engagement was considered before finalizing the LCAP.

The BESD administration team met to discuss both current year and next year's LCFF, LCAP, and progress towards completion of LCAP Actions on 2/15/2022
and 3/22/2022. During these meetings the admin team discussed all five sections of the LCAP and how all goals and the eight state priorities are covered by
various actions in the plan. The group specifically discussed progress on last year's LCAP (Annual Update) and began initial planning for the coming year's
LCAP. Administration input into the LCAP was informed by the following factors: discussions with teachers, classroom observations, daily professional
experiences, professional judgment, and student achievement data.
BESD conducted a focus group with all teachers including certificated staff local bargaining unit members 3/3/2022. During the focus group a facilitator
reviewed: the LCFF, the LCAP’s purpose, the eight state priorities, the district’s current LCAP including the district's goals, metric data, and key actions. Once
the review was complete the focus group was broken into small groups. Each group was tasked with identifying traits that they want students to acquire, and
actions that the district could take that would assist students in developing these traits. The groups then wrote the student traits and supporting actions on
"digital" posters. These posters were then shared out with the rest of the group. After the focus group meeting the traits and actions on the posters were then
aggregated and used to modify the district's goals as well as identify new and continued actions for the LCAP. The results can be found in the 2nd response
section of this educational partner engagement section of the LCAP. An identical focus group process was used for the classified staff, student and parent /
community educational partner groups.
BESD conducted a focus group with the non certificated staff including classified staff local bargaining unit members classified staff on 3/3/2022.
BESD conducted a focus group with the student educational partner group on 3/3/2022.
BESD conducted a focus group with the parent / community educational partner group on 3/3/2022.
BESD 's LCAP Committee met on 4/20/2022 and 5/11/2022. The committee consists of parents of low income students, English learners, and students with
special needs. This body serves as the district's Parent Advisory Committee. During this meeting the committee reviewed the purpose of the LCAP and the
eight state priorities. Once these topics were covered the committee began a review of both the progress on the current LCAP (Annual Update), and the coming
year's Draft LCAP. All five sections of the Draft LCAP were reviewed. The committee members were asked for any concerns about or comments to the draft. The
members were also asked if anyone wanted to submit written questions to be answered by the superintendent.
The district has a small enough numbers of ELs that it is not required to have a DELAC and thus the DELAC did not review the LCAP.
The Draft LCAP was posted on BESD s' website for review on 4/15/2022.
A group of certificated staff, classified staff, parents, and students served as the primary group used to conduct the Annual Update. This group consisted of
parents along with certificated and classified bargaining unit members, administrators, and students. This committee met on 1/11/2022 and 3/10/2022 to review
the progress made on the previous LCAP. The committee was tasked with determining the percentage of each action that had been completed along with
creating a brief narrative describing the progress made on each action. To facilitate the process the committee was briefed on the state purposes and guidelines
for LCFF and LCAP, as well as the district's current year LCAP. Participants were given a very brief overview of the metrics that are used to measure LCAP
progress.
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On 6/1/2022 the BESD administration and LCAP team met with representatives of the SELPA to discuss the coming year's LCAP and how the LCAP might
support the Special Education program.

A summary of the feedback provided by specific educational partners.
The administration team's feedback was primarily to discuss how to implement the LCAP and what specific priorities from the various educational partner groups
were more readily achievable and based on this to provide a direction for the goals and actions within the LCAP.
The certificated staff focus group listed the following five traits and actions that they would like students to develop as top priorities.
Traits:
13% - Critical Thinker (Analytical, Independent)
13% - Emotionally Healthy (compassionate / empathetic)
08% - Academically Proficient (Reading, Writing, Math)
08% - Collaborators
08% - Communicators (Active listener, articulate speaker)
Actions:
16% - Provide more project based learning.
11% - Provide social-emotional health curriculum and instruction to all students.
07% - Provide more problem solving classes.
07% - Provide more socialization activities.
07% - Provide more opportunities for presentations and public speaking.
The classified staff focus group listed the following five traits and actions that they would like students to develop as top priorities.
Traits:
13% - Academically Proficient (Reading, Writing, Math)
13% - Communicators (Active listener, articulate speaker)
13% - Critical Thinker (Analytical, Independent)
13% - Emotionally Healthy (compassionate / empathetic)
06% - Life-Long Learners
Actions:
13% - Implement/continue learning lab, intervention, differentiation.
08% - Provide more problem solving classes.
08% - Initiate/continue book clubs, book talks.
04% - Teach organization and responsibility through senior portfolio, community service projects, interactive notebooks, etc.
04% - Provide planners to all students.
The student focus group listed the following five traits and actions that they would like students to develop as top priorities.
Traits:
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11% - Creative
09% - Academically Proficient (Reading, Writing, Math)
08% - College / Career Ready
08% - Self-Aware (confident, focused, responsible)
08% - Productive
Actions:
06% - Expand the number of extra curricular activities.
05% - Increase support for music and art programs.
05% - Implement/continue with STEAM
04% - Provide more problem solving classes.
03% - Provide planners to all students.
The parent / community focus group listed the following five traits and actions that they would like students to develop as top priorities.
Traits:
10% - Academically Proficient (Reading, Writing, Math)
10% - Communicators (Active listener, articulate speaker)
10% - Critical Thinker (Analytical, Independent)
10% - Emotionally Healthy (compassionate / empathetic)
10% - Self-Aware (confident, focused, responsible)
Actions:
14% - Provide more problem solving classes.
11% - Provide social-emotional health curriculum and instruction to all students.
11% - Increase the academic rigor.
07% - Provide more project based learning.
05% - Provide planners to all students.
The LCAP Committee is serving as the advisory body to the superintendent with regards to edit and revisions of the LCAP. Any suggestions given by this
committee were taken under advisement and if possible were incorporated into the Final LCAP.
The LCAP Annual Update Committee provided information on the progress, successes and challenges of the previous yera's plans. While this committee did not
provide specific feedback regarding the coming years' LCAP, the information from this group was used by administration and the LCAP Committee to inform the
goals and actions in the LCAP.

A description of the aspects of the LCAP that were influenced by specific input from educational partners.
BESD values the significant role that all educational partners played in contributing to the development of this LCAP. The process used for educational partner
engagement is reflective of BESD’s commitment to all members of the school community. The input of educational partners was essential in the review of data
and especially in soliciting ideas regarding the future direction of the district including goals and actions for the LCAP as well as which metrics to focus on for
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measuring success. The following traits and actions were cited repeatedly by multiple educational partner groups signaling the importance attached to these and
the desire to see these reflected in the LCAP.
Traits:
10% - Academically Proficient (Reading, Writing, Math)
8% - Critical Thinker (Analytical, Independent)
8% - Emotionally Healthy (compassionate / empathetic)
7% - Creative
7% - Problem Solvers
The traits Academically Proficient (Reading, Writing, Math) and Self-Aware (confident, focused, responsible) helped to inform the development of goal 01. The
traits Emotionally Healthy (compassionate / empathetic) and Self-Aware (confident, focused, responsible) helped to inform the development of goal 02. These
two goals are:
01: Ensure that all students can demonstrate proficiency in math and literacy skills for multiple College and Career Readiness options.
02: Maintain a school environment that is physically, socially and emotionally safe and welcoming to all students, parents and community members causing
connectedness with the school to increase.
Actions:
7% - Provide more problem solving classes.
5% - Provide more project based learning.
5% - Provide social-emotional health curriculum and instruction to all students.
4% - Implement/continue learning lab, intervention, differentiation.
4% - Implement/continue with STEAM
The suggested actions listed above helped to inform the development of the following actions within the LCAP.
01.03: Provide a tiered RTI program in both RLA and Math that provides appropriate instruction to address the needs of students who are in need of additional
support including: early screening, progress monitoring, student development of academic goals, additional instructional supports to address academic gaps,
teacher collaboration to address barriers to academic success, intervention supports and referrals to the Student Study Team (SST), and an Intervention teacher
to coordinate the RTI program. ( 1 FTE @ $142,918 / FTE )
04.01: Ballard will employ and/or contract with the following part time personnel as available: Technology educator, Music educator, School Garden educator,
Science Teacher, Arts Outreach, and Physical Education educator. Students will also have the opportunity to participate in a variety of before and after school
enrichment classes. These may include: Spanish, drama, science, technology, art, etc.
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Goals and Actions
Goal
Goal #
01

Description
Ensure that all students can demonstrate proficiency in math and literacy skills for multiple College and Career Readiness options.

An explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal.
Analysis of student performance on CAASP showed that 87.7% of students are proficient in both RLA and 84.9% of students are proficient in Math. Educational
partner focus groups showed that having students be academically proficient in reading, writing and math as well as being college or career ready were tops
priorities for a majority of educational partner groups. We plan to improve RLA and Math skills performance by closely monitoring metrics 4.A.1 - CAASPP ELA
and metrics 4.A.2 - CAASPP Math.

Measuring and Reporting Results
Baseline

Year 1
Outcome

Year 2
Outcome

Year 3
Outcome

Desired
Outcomes for
2024-25

1.A: Maintain the % of teachers who are appropriately assigned and fully
credentialed in the subject area and for the pupils they are teaching at

100%

100%

N/D

N/D

100%

1.B.1: Maintain the % of students with CA State Standards aligned core
curriculum to

100%

100%

N/D

N/D

100%

1.B.2: Increase the % of ELs with CA State Standards aligned ELD curriculum
to

100%

100%

N/D

N/D

100%

2.A: Maintain the % implementation of CA State Standards for all students to

100%

91%

N/D

N/D

100%

2.B: Increase the % implementation of SBE adopted ELD standards for all ELs
to

70%

91%

N/D

N/D

85%

4.A.1: Increase the % meeting standard on CAASPP ELA to

87.7%

N/A

N/D

N/D

90%

4.A.2: Increase the % meeting standard on CAASPP Math to

84.9%

N/A

N/D

N/D

90%

4.D: Maintain the % of ELs making progress towards English Proficiency (CA
Dashboard, Status) above

N/D

N/D

N/D

N/D

N/D

4.E: Maintain the % of ELs reclassified (Reclassification Rate) above

N/D

0%

N/D

N/D

ND%

4.H: Maintain the % of English Learner Progress (CA Dashboard, Status) above

N/D

N/D

N/D

N/D

N/D

8.A: Increase the % of students completing 2 formative local assessments to

80%

85%

N/D

N/D

90%

Metric
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Actions
Action #

Title

Description

Total Funds

Contributing

01.01

Professional development

01.01: Develop and execute a comprehensive PD plan for teachers and
paraprofessionals that focuses strengthening teacher understanding of the
RLA and Math programs, but also provides training on some of the
following: intervention systems ( academic, social-emotional, behavioral ),
ELD Standards, digital learning resources and Cultural Proficiency.

$5,000.00

No

01.02

Assessment system

01.02: Provide a diagnostic and formative assessment system (Dibels,
STAR Reading & Math) in RLA and Math for TK - 6th grade that provides
information on student learning loss, and individual student learning needs.

$6,000.00

No

01.03

Interventions ( academic
supports )

01.03: Provide a tiered RTI program in both RLA and Math that provides
appropriate instruction to address the needs of students who are in need of
additional support including: early screening, progress monitoring, student
development of academic goals, additional instructional supports to address
academic gaps, teacher collaboration to address barriers to academic
success, intervention supports and referrals to the Student Study Team
(SST), and an Intervention teacher to coordinate the RTI program. ( 1 FTE
@ $142,918 / FTE )

$142,918.00

Yes

01.04

EL support

01.04: Provide a comprehensive ELD program for all ELs that includes both
Intergrated ELD and Designated ELD. This program will be coordinated by
the Intervention/Literacy Teacher and will include one IA who will work with
the Intervention / Literacy Teacher to provide additional support to the EL
population.

$1,200.00

Yes

01.05

Traditional and digital
curriculum

01.05: Ensure that all students have access to CASS aligned curriculum in
core subjects.

$15,304.00

No
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01.06

Expanded learning
opportunities

01.06: Provide instructional small group support to close learning loss gaps
utilizing both classroom teachers and the Intervention Teacher and
instructional aides. In addition, provide expanded learning opportunities in
partnership with YMCA after school as well as during summer and holiday
school breaks.

$13,500.00

No

01.07

Bilingual instructional support

01.07: Provide bilingual IA to support ELs in their ELD and other learning as
well as to provide outreach to their families.

$5,720.00

Yes

01.08

Utilize the services of a
CalPads consultant

01.08: Utilize the services of a CalPads consultant

$750.00

No

01.09

Special Education Consortium 01.09: Participate in the Santa Ynez Valley Special Education Consortium
(SEP)

$150,800.00

No

01.10

7th & 8th grade student MOU

$182,000.00

No

01.10: Continue MOU with the Solvang School District for the education of
Ballard’s 7th & 8th grade students.

Goal Analysis for 21-22
An analysis of how this goal was carried out in the previous year.
A description of any substantive differences in planned actions and actual implementation of these actions.
No actions in this goal had substantive differences between the planned action and the actual action.
An explanation of material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures and/or Planned Percentages of Improved Services
and Estimated Actual Percentages of Improved Services.
The following 4 actions had significant differences between the budgeted and the actual expenditures:
- 01.03: Provide a tiered RTI program in both RLA and Math that provides appropriate instruction to address the needs of students who are in need of additional
support including: early screening, progress monitoring, student development of academic goals, additional instructional supports to address academic gaps,
teacher collaboration to address barriers to academic success, intervention supports and referrals to the Student Study Team (SST), family outreach to remove
barriers to school participation and an Intervention teacher to coordinate the RTI program. Planned Expenditure = $137,422; Actual Estimated Expenditure =
$76,420; Difference = -$61,002
- 01.05: Ensure that all students have access to CASS aligned curriculum including the Eureka Math Materials and all needed RLA materials while providing
digital learning programs and resources for all teachers and students to support effective classroom instruction, engaging independent study, and off campus
learning. Continue to research and evaluate science and PE CASS aligned materials. Planned Expenditure = $15,304; Actual Estimated Expenditure =
$60,000; Difference = $44,696
- 01.06: Provide additional instructional hours before and after school to close learning loss gaps utilizing both classroom teachers and the Intervention Teacher
and instructional aides. Planned Expenditure = $26,000; Actual Estimated Expenditure = $5,000; Difference = -$21,000
- 01.09: Participate in the Santa Ynez Valley Special Education Consortium Planned Expenditure = $145,000; Actual Estimated Expenditure = $116,000;
Difference = -$29,000
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Reasons for the difference in budgeted and actual expenditures are:
- 01.03: The intervention teacher resigned near the beginning of the school year. In the interim the district had a long term sub, which reduced the cost of this
action.
- 01.05: The district purchased additional materials including the Twig Science curriculum which added to the costs.
- 01.06: The district had to suspend the before and after school instructional hours for several months due to COVID issues.
- 01.09: The previous year BESD transferred extra funds to the consortium, thus the district has less obligation this year.
An explanation of how effective the specific actions were in making progress toward the goal.
The following metrics have been selected to show how the district is progressing towards achievement of this goal.
1.A - % of teachers who are appropriately assigned and fully credentialed in the subject area and for the pupils they are teaching - ( BL - 100% '21-22' - 100% )
1.B.1 - % of students with CA State Standards aligned core curriculum - ( BL - 100% '21-22' - 100% )
8.A - % of students completing 2 formative local assessments - ( BL - 80% '21-22' - 85% )
The district has made an effort to ensure that all staff are fully credentialed and appropriately assigned. Success on this metric has been a driver in helping to
meet goal 01. The district was able to verify that 100% of students have curriculum that is aligned to the CA State Standards further enabling success on goal
01.
Below is a list of actions that educational partners found were contributing to achieving the stated goal and improving the metrics listed above. The action is
followed by a brief description of the action's effectiveness in italics.
- 01.01: Develop and execute a comprehensive PD plan for teachers and paraprofessionals that focuses strengthening teacher understanding of the RLA and
Math programs, but also provides training on on some of the following: intervention systems ( academic, social-emotional, behavioral ), ELD Standards and
continued use of digital learning resources for use in the classroom and at home. - Any time a small staff like Ballard gets to work with colleagues it is effective.
Universal screening helped identify what skills groups should target. The TOA was very helpful in addressing the identified academic needs of students.
- 01.02: Provide a diagnostic and formative assessment system (Dibels, STAR Reading & Math) in RLA and Math for K - 6th grade that provides information on
student learning loss, and individual student learning needs. - Programs such as Class Dojo and Seesaw are user friendly for parents and students. The STAR
Reading and STAR Math, along with the Dibels helped identify academic needs for students to receive intervention.
- 01.03: Provide a tiered RTI program in both RLA and Math that provides appropriate instruction to address the needs of students who are in need of additional
support including: early screening, progress monitoring, student development of academic goals, additional instructional supports to address academic gaps,
teacher collaboration to address barriers to academic success, intervention supports and referrals to the Student Study Team (SST), family outreach to remove
barriers to school participation and an Intervention teacher to coordinate the RTI program. - Universal screening helped identify what skills groups should target.
The TOA was very helpful.
- 01.05: Ensure that all students have access to CASS aligned curriculum including the Eureka Math Materials and all needed RLA materials while providing
digital learning programs and resources for all teachers and students to support effective classroom instruction, engaging independent study, and off campus
learning. Continue to research and evaluate science and PE CASS aligned materials. - Students have access to the CASS aligned materials and to the newly
adopted Science curriculum which effectively support classroom instruction.
- 01.07: Provide bilingual IA to support ELs in their ELD and other learning as well as to provide outreach to their families. - Having a bilingual IA to support our
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EL students and their families is effective.
- 01.08: Utilize the services of a CalPads consultant - This action was effective at helping the district utilize the CalPads system effectively
- 01.09: Participate in the Santa Ynez Valley Special Education Consortium - We have had many of the same staff for the past two years which has been great
for cohesiveness and student
relationships.
- 01.10: Enter into MOU with the Solvang School District for the education of Ballard’s 7th & 8th grade students. - The MOU is effective in that it is in place and
our 6th graders will go to Solvang School for 7th & 8th grade
The following metrics report outcome data from the 20-21 school year.
4.A.1 - % meeting standard on CAASPP ELA
4.A.2 - % meeting standard on CAASPP Math
4.D - % of ELs making progress towards English Proficiency (CA Dashboard, Status)
4.E - % of ELs reclassified (Reclassification Rate)
4.H - % of English Learner Progress (CA Dashboard, Status)
The following metrics report outcome data from the 21-22 school year.
1.A - % of teachers who are appropriately assigned and fully credentialed in the subject area and for the pupils they are teaching
1.B.1 - % of students with CA State Standards aligned core curriculum
1.B.2 - % of ELs with CA State Standards aligned ELD curriculum
2.A - % implementation of CA State Standards for all students
2.B - % implementation of SBE adopted ELD standards for all ELs
8.A - % of students completing 2 formative local assessments

A description of any changes made to the planned goal, metrics, desired outcomes, or actions for the coming year that resulted from reflections on prior practice.
This goal was changed in the 2022-23 LCAP. The new goal reads as follows: Ensure that all students can demonstrate proficiency in math and literacy skills
for multiple College and Career Readiness options.
No metrics in this goal were added as new or deleted in the 2022-23 LCAP.
The following are lists of actions that were added, deleted, modified, deleted and combined, or completed in the 2022-23 LCAP.
- 01.01: Develop and execute a comprehensive PD plan for teachers and paraprofessionals that focuses strengthening teacher understanding of the RLA and
Math programs, but also provides training on on some of the following: intervention systems ( academic, social-emotional, behavioral ), ELD Standards and
continued use of digital learning resources for use in the classroom and at home. - Modified, to read 01.01: Develop and execute a comprehensive PD plan for
teachers and paraprofessionals that focuses strengthening teacher understanding of the RLA and Math programs, but also provides training on some of the
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following: intervention systems ( academic, social-emotional, behavioral ), ELD Standards, digital learning resources and Cultural Proficiency.
- 01.02: Provide a diagnostic and formative assessment system (Dibels, STAR Reading & Math) in RLA and Math for K - 6th grade that provides information on
student learning loss, and individual student learning needs. - Modified, to read 01.02: Provide a diagnostic and formative assessment system (Dibels, STAR
Reading & Math) in RLA and Math for TK - 6th grade that provides information on student learning loss, and individual student learning needs.
- 01.03: Provide a tiered RTI program in both RLA and Math that provides appropriate instruction to address the needs of students who are in need of additional
support including: early screening, progress monitoring, student development of academic goals, additional instructional supports to address academic gaps,
teacher collaboration to address barriers to academic success, intervention supports and referrals to the Student Study Team (SST), family outreach to remove
barriers to school participation and an Intervention teacher to coordinate the RTI program. ( 1 FTE @ $210,434 / FTE ) - Modified, to read 01.03: Provide a
tiered RTI program in both RLA and Math that provides appropriate instruction to address the needs of students who are in need of additional support including:
early screening, progress monitoring, student development of academic goals, additional instructional supports to address academic gaps, teacher collaboration
to address barriers to academic success, intervention supports and referrals to the Student Study Team (SST), and an Intervention teacher to coordinate the
RTI program. ( 1 FTE @ $142,918 / FTE )
- 01.04: Provide a comprehensive ELD program for all ELs that includes both Intergrated ELD and Designated ELD. This program will be coordinated by the
Intervention/Literacy Teacher and will include one IA who will work with the ntervention/Literacy Teacher to provide additional support to the EL population. Modified, to read 01.04: Provide a comprehensive ELD program for all ELs that includes both Intergrated ELD and Designated ELD. This program will be
coordinated by the Intervention/Literacy Teacher and will include one IA who will work with the Intervention / Literacy Teacher to provide additional support to
the EL population.
- 01.05: Ensure that all students have access to CASS aligned curriculum including the Eureka Math Materials and all needed RLA materials while providing
digital learning programs and resources for all teachers and students to support effective classroom instruction, engaging independent study, and off campus
learning. Continue to research and evaluate science and PE CASS aligned materials. - Modified, to read 01.05: Ensure that all students have access to CASS
aligned curriculum in core subjects.
- 01.06: Provide additional instructional hours before and after school to close learning loss gaps utilizing both classroom teachers and the Intervention Teacher
and instructional aides. - Modified, to read 01.06: Provide instructional small group support to close learning loss gaps utilizing both classroom teachers and the
A report of the Total Estimated Actual Expenditures for last year’s actions may be found in the Annual Update Table. A report of the Estimated Actual
Percentages of Improved Services for last year’s actions may be found in the Contributing Actions Annual Update Table.
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Goal
Goal #
02

Description
Maintain a school environment that is physically, socially and emotionally safe and welcoming to all students, parents and community members
causing connectedness with the school to increase.

An explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal.
Analysis of data such as the Chronic Absenteeism Rate ( 3.0% ) showed that engagement and connectedness with the school can increase. Educational
partner focus groups showed the desire to have students be college and career ready and to be more self-aware / responsible. BESD plans to improve the
outcomes on the Chronic Absenteeism Rate and the Suspension Rate over the course of this plan.

Measuring and Reporting Results
Baseline

Year 1
Outcome

Year 2
Outcome

Year 3
Outcome

Desired
Outcomes for
2024-25

1.C: Maintain the % on the Facilities Inspection Tool overall rating above

98.9%

100%

N/D

N/D

90%

5.A: Maintain the School attendance rate above

98.2%

94.2%

N/D

N/D

96%

5.B: Decrease the % on Chronic absenteeism rate (CA Dashboard, Status) to

3.0%

3.6%

N/D

N/D

2.5%

6.A: Maintain the % on Suspension rate (CA Dashboard, Status) at

0%

0%

N/D

N/D

0%

6.B: Maintain the % on Expulsion rate at

0%

0%

N/D

N/D

0%

6.C.1: Maintain the # on the District School Climate Survey overall index rating
above

82.7

81.3

N/D

N/D

80

6.C.2: Maintain the % of stakeholders that perceive school as safe or very safe
( weighted equally by certificated staff, classified staff, students and parents )
above

97.4%

94.1%

N/D

N/D

95.0%

6.C.3: Maintain the % of stakeholders that report high connectedness with
school ( weighted equally by certificated staff, classified staff, students and
parents ) above

86.7%

83.0%

N/D

N/D

85.0%

Metric

Actions
Action #

Title

Description
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02.01

School climate activities

02.01: Continue to provide activities designed to increase student and
parent engagement and connectivity with the school. These include in
school activities like Character Counts with monthly recognition and student
awards assemblies, field trips, enrichment classes and outside speakers.
These also include after school activities like tutorial, enrichment activities,
and Homework Club.

$3,000.00

No

02.02

Interventions ( behavior
supports )

02.02: Support students who face barriers to academic achievement by:
monitoring progress using an early intervention screener, coaching students
in developing goals and assessing their progress, collaborating with
colleagues to address barriers to success, facilitating intervention supports
and referrals to the Student Study Team (SST) and continuing outreach to
families.

$0.00

No

02.03

Interventions ( social
emotional supports )

02.03: Implement social emotional supports including: superintendent and
teachers contacting parents to determine school participation barriers for
students, hiring a school counselor to provide education support and
counseling services 1 day /week and utilizing the Second Step SEL
program.

$25,000.00

No

02.04

Improved Attendance Actions

02.04: Communication to all educational partners at start of school year
regarding the importance of attendance. Use letters to families reporting on
excessive absences and tardies. Meet with parents of students identified
as chronically absent (prior year) at the beginning of the school year and
meet with the parents of those students approaching 'chronically absent'
during the school year. Participate with SARB as needed.

$0.00

No

02.05

Teachers collaboration

02.05: Teachers regularly utilize time built into the school year calendar
(non-student days, preparation periods, and minimum days) to collaborate
with each other, identify the learning needs of every student, and plan for
differentiated instruction. (2 additional teacher days prior to the beginning of
the school year.)

$4,600.00

No

02.06

Learning Environment

02.06: Superintendent/principal, teachers, and staff develop and implement
safe and healthy learning and work environment guidelines and protocols
based upon resources and information provided by the California
Department of Education, California Department of Public Health, and the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to address the safety needs of
all students and staff members.

$3,000.00

No
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02.07

Climate surveys

02.07: Survey parents, certificated staff, classified staff and students
annually using the ESE Climate survey or comparable survey tool. Share
and discuss the results at a staff meeting and also at a PTA meeting.

$1,000.00

No

02.08

Special Ed Services

02.08: Provide special education services such as: speech / language
therapy, counseling, physical / occupational therapy and orientation and
mobility services, to all students who qualify. (SEP)

$10,000.00

No

Goal Analysis for 21-22
An analysis of how this goal was carried out in the previous year.
A description of any substantive differences in planned actions and actual implementation of these actions.
No actions in this goal had substantive differences between the planned action and the actual action.
An explanation of material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures and/or Planned Percentages of Improved Services
and Estimated Actual Percentages of Improved Services.
The following action had significant differences between the budgeted and the actual expenditures:
- 02.06: Superintendent/principal, teachers, and staff develop and implement safe and healthy learning and work environment guidelines and protocols based
upon resources and information provided by the California Department of Education, California Department of Public Health, and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention to address the safety needs of all students and staff members. Planned Expenditure = $3,000; Actual Estimated Expenditure = $5,500;
Difference = $2,500
The reasons for the difference in budgeted and actual expenditures is:
- 02.06: The 21-22 LCAP did not properly budget for these positions.
An explanation of how effective the specific actions were in making progress toward the goal.
The following metrics have been selected to show how the district is progressing towards achievement of this goal.
1.C - % on the Facilities Inspection Tool overall rating - ( BL - 98.9% '21-22' - 100% )
6.E - % of stakeholders that report high connectedness with school ( weighted equally by certificated staff, classified staff, students and parents ) - ( BL - 86.7%
'21-22' - 83.0% )
The percentage of educational partners who report a high degree of connectedness with the school remained high at 83%. Actions 02.01, 02.02, 02.03 and
02.04 play a large role in this success. Additionally, BESD works hard throughout the school year to ensure that facilities are in good repair. The outcome on
the the Facilities Inspection Tool overall rating of 100%, supports the district's success in that area.
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Below is a list of actions that educational partners found were contributing to achieving the stated goal and improving the metrics listed above. The action is
followed by a brief description of the action's effectiveness in italics.
- 02.01: Continue to provide activities designed to increase student and parent engagement and connectivity with the school. These include in school activities
like Character Counts with monthly recognition and student awards assemblies, field trips, enrichment classes and outside speakers. These also include after
school activities like tutorial, enrichment activities, and Homework Club. - Field trips were a success and provided opportunities for learning outside of class.
The assemblies and other school activities that were able to happen this year provided students with much needed social-emotional learning and support.
- 02.02: Support students who face barriers to academic achievement by: monitoring progress using an early intervention screener, coaching students in
developing goals and assessing their progress, collaborating with colleagues to address barriers to success, facilitating intervention supports and referrals to the
Student Study Team (SST) and continuing outreach to families. - Meeting with affected families during the school year was effective as well as consistent
intervention support once new staff was in place.
- 02.03: Superintendent/principal and teacher contact parents / guardians to determine school participation barriers for students, and provide personalized
support to eliminate barriers. - The staff did an exceptional job continuing to provide communication to students and families and materials to support distance
learning when needed during these unprecedented times thus minimizing the barriers to participation. Parent Square has been a highly effective means of
communication.
- 02.04: Communication to all stakeholders at start of school year regarding the importance of attendance. Use letters to families reporting on excessive
absences and tardies. Meet with parents of students identified as chronically absent (prior year) at the beginning of the school year and meet with the parents
of those students approaching 'chronically absent' during the school year. Participate with SARB as needed. - This practice, while effective in previous years,
was not as effective this past year due to the challenges with COVID.
- 02.06: Superintendent/principal, teachers, and staff develop and implement safe and healthy learning and work environment guidelines and protocols based
upon resources and information provided by the California Department of Education, California Department of Public Health, and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention to address the safety needs of all students and staff members. - This was effective.
- 02.07: Survey parents, certificated staff, classified staff and students annually using the ESE Climate survey or comparable survey tool. Share and discuss the
results at a staff meeting and also at a PTA meeting. - It was very effective in making decisions related to COVID-19 and the hiring of the new superintendent
- 02.08: Provide special education services such as: speech / language therapy, counseling, physical / occupational therapy and orientation and mobility
services, to all students who qualify. - All students requiring special education services were provided services through the SYV Special Education Consortium.
The following metrics report outcome data from the 20-21 school year.
5.B - % on Chronic absenteeism rate (CA Dashboard, Status)
6.A - % on Suspension rate (CA Dashboard, Status)
6.B - % on Expulsion rate
The following metrics report outcome data from the 21-22 school year.
1.C - % on the Facilities Inspection Tool overall rating
5.A - School attendance rate
6.C - # on the District School Climate Survey overall index rating
6.D - % of stakeholders that perceive school as safe or very safe ( weighted equally by certificated staff, classified staff, students and parents )
6.E - % of stakeholders that report high connectedness with school ( weighted equally by certificated staff, classified staff, students and parents )
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A description of any changes made to the planned goal, metrics, desired outcomes, or actions for the coming year that resulted from reflections on prior practice.
This goal remains unchanged in the 2022-23 LCAP.
No metrics in this goal were added as new or deleted in the 2022-23 LCAP.
The following are lists of actions that were added, deleted, modified, deleted and combined, or completed in the 2022-23 LCAP.
- 02.03: Superintendent/principal and teacher contact parents / guardians to determine school participation barriers for students, and provide personalized
support to eliminate barriers. - Modified, to read 02.03: Implement social emotional supports including: superintendent and teachers contacting parents to
determine school participation barriers for students, hiring a school counselor to provide education support and counseling services 1 day /week and utilizing the
Second Step SEL program.
- 02.04: Communication to all stakeholders at start of school year regarding the importance of attendance. Use letters to families reporting on excessive
absences and tardies. Meet with parents of students identified as chronically absent (prior year) at the beginning of the school year and meet with the parents
of those students approaching 'chronically absent' during the school year. Participate with SARB as needed. - Modified, to read 02.04: Communication to all
educational partners at start of school year regarding the importance of attendance. Use letters to families reporting on excessive absences and tardies. Meet
with parents of students identified as chronically absent (prior year) at the beginning of the school year and meet with the parents of those students approaching
'chronically absent' during the school year. Participate with SARB as needed.
A report of the Total Estimated Actual Expenditures for last year’s actions may be found in the Annual Update Table. A report of the Estimated Actual
Percentages of Improved Services for last year’s actions may be found in the Contributing Actions Annual Update Table.
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Goal
Goal #
03

Description
Maintain high levels of parent and community participation in and connectedness with the schools will increase.

An explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal.
Analysis of the ESE District Parent Survey data shows that 87% of parents agree that the district seeks parent input. The district feels like this is an extremely
good number. The district would like to improve the percentage of households that respond to the parent survey from the 29% that responded this year.
Educational partner focus groups showed the desire of parents to have students be better critical thinkers and effective leaders while also improving their
emotional health. While these parental desires will not translate into actions under this goal they will be found in goals 1 and 2. To this end the district will focus
on increasing the % of households that respond to the Parent Survey.

Measuring and Reporting Results
Baseline

Year 1
Outcome

Year 2
Outcome

Year 3
Outcome

Desired
Outcomes for
2024-25

3.A.1: Maintain the % on the District Parent Survey agreeing that district seeks
parent input ( Item 24 ) above

87%

71.0%

N/D

N/D

85%

3.A.2: Increase the % of households responding to the District Parent Survey to

29%

40%

N/D

N/D

30%

3.B: Maintain the # of instances a parent of each unduplicated student
participates in school program or service for UDS ( per UDS average ) above

7.9

12.0

N/D

N/D

7.9

3.C: Maintain the # of instances a parent of each exceptional needs student
participates in a school program or service for ENS ( per ENS average ) above

7.2

6.1

N/D

N/D

7.2

Metric

Actions
Action #
03.01

Title
Parent communication

Description
03.01: Continue to utilize Parent Square, email and the school website to
regularly communicate with parents.
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03.02

Parent Survey

03.02: Survey parents annually regarding priorities for the district, district
execution on objectives, and parent perceptions of safety and the academic
program.

$500.00

No

03.03

PTA Partnership

03.03: In partnership with the PTA, host two evening events related to
issues relevant to parenting issues. Work with the PTA’s social media chair
to provide information about and promote both the PTA and the district

$750.00

No

Goal Analysis for 21-22
An analysis of how this goal was carried out in the previous year.
A description of any substantive differences in planned actions and actual implementation of these actions.
No actions in this goal had substantive differences between the planned action and the actual action.
An explanation of material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures and/or Planned Percentages of Improved Services
and Estimated Actual Percentages of Improved Services.
The following action had significant differences between the budgeted and the actual expenditures:
- 03.01: Continue to utilize email to regularly communicate with parents. Planned Expenditure = $0; Actual Estimated Expenditure = $3,000; Difference =
$3,000
The reasons for the difference in budgeted and actual expenditures is:
- 03.01: The district purchased a Parent Square license to better enable communicating with parents.
An explanation of how effective the specific actions were in making progress toward the goal.
The following metrics have been selected to show how the district is progressing towards achievement of this goal.
3.A.1 - % on the District Parent Survey agreeing that district seeks parent input ( Item 24 ) - ( BL - 87% '21-22' - 71.0% )
To measure progress on this goal the district surveys parents to learn the percentage agreeing that district seeks parent input. The outcome of this metric was
71.0%. The district attributes the success on this metric and goal with the implementation of action 03.01, utilizing electronic communications with parents,
action 03.02, survey parents annually, and action 03.03 partnering with the PTA
Below is a list of actions that educational partners found were contributing to achieving the stated goal and improving the metrics listed above. The action is
followed by a brief description of the action's effectiveness in italics.
- 03.01: Continue to utilize email to regularly communicate with parents. - Parent square has been a highly effective communication tool.
- 03.02: Survey parents annually regarding priorities for the district, district execution on objectives, and parent perceptions of safety and the academic program.
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- It was very effective in making decisions related to Covid-19 and the hiring of the new superintenden
- 03.03: In partnership with the PTA, host two evening events related to issues relevant to parenting issues. Work with the PTA’s social media chair to provide
information about and promote both the PTA and the district - n/a
There are no metrics with outcome data for the 20-21 school year.
The following metrics report outcome data from the 21-22 school year.
3.A.1 - % on the District Parent Survey agreeing that district seeks parent input ( Item 24 )
3.A.2 - % of households responding to the District Parent Survey
3.B - # of instances a parent of each unduplicated student participates in school program or service for UDS ( per UDS average )
3.C - # of instances a parent of each exceptional needs student participates in a school program or service for ENS ( per ENS average )

A description of any changes made to the planned goal, metrics, desired outcomes, or actions for the coming year that resulted from reflections on prior practice.
This goal remains unchanged in the 2022-23 LCAP.
No metrics in this goal were added as new or deleted in the 2022-23 LCAP.
The following are lists of actions that were added, deleted, modified, deleted and combined, or completed in the 2022-23 LCAP.
- 03.01: Continue to utilize email to regularly communicate with parents. - Modified, to read 03.01: Continue to utilize Parent Square, email and the school
website to regularly communicate with parents.
A report of the Total Estimated Actual Expenditures for last year’s actions may be found in the Annual Update Table. A report of the Estimated Actual
Percentages of Improved Services for last year’s actions may be found in the Contributing Actions Annual Update Table.
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Goal
Goal #
04

Description
Ensure that all students receive a broad course of study.

An explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal.
Analysis of student data showed that all students are receiving a broad course of study in areas that will prepare them to be college career ready. Educational
partner focus groups discussed their desire to have students be problem solvers, life-long learners and self aware. These traits all relate to receiving a broad
course of study. BESD plans to continue to ensure that 100% of students are enrolled in required courses of study and received a broad course of study.

Measuring and Reporting Results
Baseline

Year 1
Outcome

Year 2
Outcome

Year 3
Outcome

Desired
Outcomes for
2024-25

100%

100%

N/D

N/D

100%

7.B: Maintain the # of instances each unduplicated student participates in
programs or services for UDS ( per UDS average ) above

4.7

6.7

N/D

N/D

4.7

7.C: Maintain the # of instances each exceptional needs student participates in
programs or services for ENS ( per ENS average ) above

4.8

3.8

N/D

N/D

4.8

Metric

7.A: Maintain the % of students enrolled in required courses of study at

Actions
Action #
04.01

Title
Broad course of study

Description

Total Funds

Contributing

04.01: Ballard will employ and/or contract with the following part time
personnel as available: Technology educator, Music educator, School
Garden educator, Science Teacher, Arts Outreach, and Physical Education
educator. Students will also have the opportunity to participate in a variety
of before and after school enrichment classes. These may include: Spanish,
drama, science, technology, art, etc.

$81,120.00

No
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04.02

Technology support

04.02: Provide a technology consultant to support teachers in utilizing
technology including Parent Square and Google Classroom to communicate
with parents about classroom activities.

$11,440.00

No

04.03

Technology Access

04.03: Purchase additional hardware and software to ensure that all
students have access to a learning device that has connectivity. Ensure
that technology hardware is working and well maintained.

$20,000.00

No

04.04

TK Expansion

04.04: Increase TK instructional time during the year by including all
students with birthdays between 9/2 and 2/2.

No

04.05

Project Based Learning

04.05: Develop and implement, more project based activities that are
aligned with CASS including STEAM units and lessons.

No

Goal Analysis for 21-22
An analysis of how this goal was carried out in the previous year.
A description of any substantive differences in planned actions and actual implementation of these actions.
No actions in this goal had substantive differences between the planned action and the actual action.
An explanation of material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures and/or Planned Percentages of Improved Services
and Estimated Actual Percentages of Improved Services.
The following action had significant differences between the budgeted and the actual expenditures:
- 04.01: Ballard will employ and/or contract with the following part time personnel: Technology educator, Music educator, School Garden educator, Science
Teacher, Arts Outreach, and Physical Education educator. Students will also have the opportunity to participate in a variety of before and after school
enrichment classes. These may include: science, technology, art, journalism, etc. Planned Expenditure = $78,000; Actual Estimated Expenditure = $47,500;
Difference = -$30,500
The reasons for the difference in budgeted and actual expenditures is:
- 04.01: The district was only able to contract with 1 music educator and was not able to contract with a science teacher. This was largely due to the labor
market and the inability to find qualified people willing to do the jobs during times with heavy COVID cases.
An explanation of how effective the specific actions were in making progress toward the goal.
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The following metrics have been selected to show how the district is progressing towards achievement of this goal.
7.A - % of students enrolled in required courses of study - ( BL - 100% '21-22' - 100% )
7.B - # of instances each unduplicated student participates in programs or services for UDS ( per UDS average ) - ( BL - 4.7 '21-22' - 6.7 )
BESD consistently ensures that all students are receiving the required courses of study during the year. This year 100% of students received the required and
appropriate study. Additionally, CESD was able to show that participation of unduplicated students in programs or services for unduplicated students increased
from a baseline of 4.7 / students to 6.7.
Below is a list of actions that educational partners found were contributing to achieving the stated goal and improving the metrics listed above. The action is
followed by a brief description of the action's effectiveness in italics.
- 04.03: Purchase additional hardware and software to ensure that all students have access to a learning device. Purchase hotspot along with service for
students that do not have effective internet access. Ensure that technology hardware is working and well maintained. - The purchase of the newer devices has
effectively updated grades 3-6 with their laptops.
There are no metrics with outcome data for the 20-21 school year.
The following metrics report outcome data from the 21-22 school year.
7.A - % of students enrolled in required courses of study
7.B - # of instances each unduplicated student participates in programs or services for UDS ( per UDS average )
7.C - # of instances each exceptional needs student participates in programs or services for ENS ( per ENS average )

A description of any changes made to the planned goal, metrics, desired outcomes, or actions for the coming year that resulted from reflections on prior practice.
This goal was changed in the 2022-23 LCAP. The new goal reads as follows: Ensure that all students receive a broad course of study.
No metrics in this goal were added as new or deleted in the 2022-23 LCAP.
The following are lists of actions that were added, deleted, modified, deleted and combined, or completed in the 2022-23 LCAP.
- 04.01: Ballard will employ and/or contract with the following part time personnel: Technology educator, Music educator, School Garden educator, Science
Teacher, Arts Outreach, and Physical Education educator. Students will also have the opportunity to participate in a variety of before and after school
enrichment classes. These may include: science, technology, art, journalism, etc. - Modified, to read 04.01: Ballard will employ and/or contract with the following
part time personnel as available: Technology educator, Music educator, School Garden educator, Science Teacher, Arts Outreach, and Physical Education
educator. Students will also have the opportunity to participate in a variety of before and after school enrichment classes. These may include: Spanish, drama,
science, technology, art, etc.
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- 04.02: Provide a technology consultant to support teachers in utilizing technology to deliver digital learning to students to support effective classroom
instruction, engaging independent study, and off campus learning; as well as, using technology and social media to communicate with parents about classroom
activities. - Modified, to read 04.02: Provide a technology consultant to support teachers in utilizing technology including Parent Square and Google Classroom
to communicate with parents about classroom activities.
- 04.03: Purchase additional hardware and software to ensure that all students have access to a learning device. Purchase hotspot along with service for
students that do not have effective internet access. Ensure that technology hardware is working and well maintained. - Modified, to read 04.03: Purchase
additional hardware and software to ensure that all students have access to a learning device that has connectivity. Ensure that technology hardware is working
and well maintained.
A report of the Total Estimated Actual Expenditures for last year’s actions may be found in the Annual Update Table. A report of the Estimated Actual
Percentages of Improved Services for last year’s actions may be found in the Contributing Actions Annual Update Table.
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Increased or Improved Services for Foster Youth, English Learners, and
Low-Income Students for 2022-23
Projected LCFF Supplemental and/or Concentration
Grants

Projected Additional LCFF Concentration Grant (15 percent)

$21,917.00

$0.00

Projected Percentage to Increase or
Improve Services for the Coming
School Year
1.42%

LCFF Carryover — Percentage

LCFF Carryover — Dollar

-3.75%

-$59,221

DRAFT

Total Percentage to Increase or
Improve Services for the Coming
School Year
-2.33%

Required Descriptions
For each action being provided to an entire school, or across the entire school district or county office of education (COE), an explanation of (1) how the needs of
foster youth, English learners, and low-income students were considered first, and (2) how these actions are effective in meeting the goals for these students.
The Ballard Elementary School District has an unduplicated student percentage of 9.8%. Because the percentage of unduplicated students is so high the LEA
agreed that the following actions / services will be provided LEA-wide. Below is a list of all actions that is being provided school or LEA wide followed by an
explanation of how the needs of unduplicated students were considered first, and how these actions are effective in meeting the needs of these students.
01.03: Provide a tiered RTI program in both RLA and Math that provides appropriate instruction to address the needs of students who are in need of additional
support including: early screening, progress monitoring, student development of academic goals, additional instructional supports to address academic gaps,
teacher collaboration to address barriers to academic success, intervention supports and referrals to the Student Study Team (SST), and an Intervention teacher
to coordinate the RTI program.
This is an improved service for students who are English learners and/or from families with low-income as it provides instruction specific to students' individual
needs to ensure accelerated growth and increased achievement.

Because the district has such a low number of unduplicated students, this position couldn't be funded only for the unduplicated students. 10% of this actions
funding comes from S&C. At minimum 10% of this positions time will be reserved to meet the specific instrucitonal needs of unduplicated students in order to
improve their outcomes on CAASPP and ELPAC. The RTI program will be LEA-wide, but a portion of the programs time, proportional to the amount of S&C
funding, will be reserved for services directed principally toward the unduplicated student population.
A description of how services for foster youth, English learners, and low-income students are being increased or improved by the percentage required.
The Ballard Elementary School District LCFF Supplemental / Concentration Grant is projected to be $21,917.00. The percentage of unduplicated students is
9.8% and the increase in proportionality for English Learners, Low income, and Foster Youth (unduplicated) students is 1.42%. Educational partner groups
provided input and feedback on the most effective use of these dollars to meet the LEA’s goals for unduplicated students. The list below has the actions /
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services that are being increased or improved in italics followed by an explanation of how the each action is increasing or improving services for unduplicated
students.
- 01.04: Provide a comprehensive ELD program for all ELs that includes both Intergrated ELD and Designated ELD. This program will be coordinated by the
Intervention/Literacy Teacher and will include one IA who will work with the Intervention / Literacy Teacher to provide additional support to the EL population.
This is an increased service for ELs providing additional instruction and materials above the base program offered to all students.
- 01.07: Provide bilingual IA to support ELs in their ELD and other learning as well as to provide outreach to their families.
This is an improved service for students who are English learners as it provides support specific to students' individual needs to ensure accelerated growth and
increased achievement, and outreach to their families.
A description of the plan for how the additional concentration grant add-on funding identified above will be used to increase the number of staff providing direct
services to students at schools that have a high concentration (above 55 percent) of foster youth, English learners, and low-income students, as applicable.
No schools in the district have a high concentration of unduplicated students.

Staff-to-student ratios by type of school
and concentration of unduplicated
Schools with a student concentration of 55 percent or less
students
Staff-to-student ratio of classified staff
providing direct services to students

1 : 19

Staff-to-student ratio of certificated
staff providing direct services to
students

1 : 9.5
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Schools with a student concentration of greater than 55
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2021-22 Annual Update Table
Totals

Last Year's Total Planned Expenditures
(Total Funds)

Total Estimated Actual Expenditures
(Total Funds)

Totals:

$650,881.00

$550,615.00

Last Year's
Action #

01

01

Professional development

No

$6,855.00

$6,855.00

01

02

Assessment system

No

$6,000.00

$6,340.00

01

03

Interventions ( academic supports )

Yes

$137,422.00

$76,420.00

01

04

EL support

Yes

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

01

05

Traditional and digital curriculum

No

$15,304.00

$60,000.00

01

06

Expanded learning opportunities

No

$26,000.00

$5,000.00

01

07

Bilingual instructional support

Yes

$5,500.00

$5,500.00

01

08

Utilize the services of a CalPads
consultant

No

$750.00

$750.00

Prior Action/Service Title

Contributed to Increased or
Improved Services?

Last Year's Planned
Expenditures
(Total Funds)

Last Year's
Goal #
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Estimated Actual Expenditures
(Input Total Funds)
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2021-22 Annual Update Table
Totals

Last Year's Total Planned Expenditures
(Total Funds)

Total Estimated Actual Expenditures
(Total Funds)

Totals:

$650,881.00

$550,615.00

Last Year's
Action #

01

09

Special Education Consortium

No

$145,000.00

$116,000.00

01

10

7th & 8th grade student MOU

No

$175,000.00

$167,000.00

02

01

School climate activities

No

$3,000.00

$3,500.00

02

02

Interventions ( behavior supports )

No

$0.00

$0.00

02

03

Interventions ( social emotional
supports )

Yes

$0.00

$0.00

02

04

Improved Attendance Actions

No

$0.00

$0.00

02

05

Teachers collaboration

No

$4,600.00

$4,600.00

02

06

Learning Environment

No

$3,000.00

$5,500.00

Prior Action/Service Title

Contributed to Increased or
Improved Services?

Last Year's Planned
Expenditures
(Total Funds)

Last Year's
Goal #
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Estimated Actual Expenditures
(Input Total Funds)
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2021-22 Annual Update Table
Totals

Last Year's Total Planned Expenditures
(Total Funds)

Total Estimated Actual Expenditures
(Total Funds)

Totals:

$650,881.00

$550,615.00

Last Year's
Action #

02

07

Climate surveys

No

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

02

08

Special Ed Services

No

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

03

01

Parent communication

No

$0.00

$3,000.00

03

02

Parent Survey

No

$500.00

$500.00

03

03

PTA Partnership

No

$750.00

$750.00

04

01

Broad course of study

No

$78,000.00

$47,500.00

04

02

Technology support

No

$11,000.00

$12,700.00

04

03

Technology Access

No

$20,000.00

$16,500.00

Prior Action/Service Title

Contributed to Increased or
Improved Services?

Last Year's Planned
Expenditures
(Total Funds)

Last Year's
Goal #
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Estimated Actual Expenditures
(Input Total Funds)
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2021-22 Contributing Actions Annual Update Table
6. Estimated Actual LCFF
Supplemental and/or
Concentration Grants
(Input Dollar Amount)

4. Total Planned
Contributing
Expenditures
(LCFF Funds)

7. Total Estimated
Actual Expenditures
for Contributing
Actions
(LCFF Funds)

Difference Between
Planned and Estimated
Actual Expenditures for
Contributing Actions
(Subtract 4 from 7)

5. Total Planned
Percentage of
Improved
Services
(%)

8. Total Estimated
Actual Percentage
of Improved
Services
(%)

Difference Between
Planned and Estimated
Actual Percentage of
Improved Services
(Subtract 5 from 8)

$23,824.00

$144,122

$83,120

$61,002

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Goal

Action

Prior Action/Service Title

Contributing to
Increased or
Improved Services?

Last Year's Planned Expenditures for
Contributing Action (LCFF Funds)

01

03

Interventions ( academic
supports )

Yes

$80,753

01

04

EL support

Yes

01

07

Bilingual instructional
support

Yes

02

03

Interventions ( social
emotional supports )

Yes

34

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures for
Contributing
Actions
(Input LCFF
Funds)

Planned
Percentage of
Improved
Services

Estimated Actual
Percentage of
Improved
Services (Input
%)

$76,420

0%

0%

$1,200

$1,200

0%

0%

$5,500

$5,500

0%

0%

$0

0%

0%
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2021-22 LCFF Carryover Table
9. Estimated
Actual LCFF
Base Grant
(Input Dollar
Amount)

6. Estimated
Actual LCFF
Supplemental
and/or
Concentration
Grants
(Input Dollar
Amount)

LCFF
Carryover Percentage
(Percentage
from Prior
Year)

10. Total
Percentage to
Increase or
Improve Services
for the Current
School Year (6
divided by 9 +
Carryover %)

$1,579,216

$23,824

0.00%

1.51%

7. Total Estimated
8. Total
11. Estimated
12. LCFF
Actual
Estimated
Actual Percentage Carryover - Dollar
Expenditures for
Actual
of Increased or
Amount
Contributing
Percentage of
Improved
(Subtract 11 from
Actions
Improved
Services
10 and multiply 9)
(LCFF Funds)
Services
(7 divided by 9
(%)
plus 8)

$83,120

35

0.00%

5.26%

-$59,221

13. LCFF
Carryover
Percentage
(12 divided by 9)

-3.75%
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2022-23 Total Expenditures Table
Totals

LCFF Funds

Other State Funds

Local Funds

Federal Funds

Total Funds

Total Personnel

Total Non-personnel

Totals

$628,682.00

$0.00

$0.00

$42,734.00

$671,416.00

$161,617.00

$509,799.00

Goal

Action

Action Title

Students Group (s)

LCFF Funds

01

01

Professional development

All

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

01

02

Assessment system

All

$6,000.00

$6,000.00

01

03

Interventions ( academic supports )

English Learners
Low Income

$97,064.00

01

04

EL support

English Learners

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

01

05

Traditional and digital curriculum

All

$15,304.00

$15,304.00

01

06

Expanded learning opportunities

All

$13,500.00

$13,500.00

01

07

Bilingual instructional support

English Learners

$5,720.00

$5,720.00

01

08

Utilize the services of a CalPads
consultant

All

$750.00

$750.00

01

09

Special Education Consortium

All

$150,800.00

$150,800.00

35

Other State Funds

Local Funds

Federal Funds

$45,854.00

Total Funds

$142,918.00
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2022-23 Total Expenditures Table
Totals

LCFF Funds

Other State Funds

Local Funds

Federal Funds

Total Funds

Total Personnel

Total Non-personnel

Totals

$628,682.00

$0.00

$0.00

$42,734.00

$671,416.00

$161,617.00

$509,799.00

Goal

Action

Action Title

Students Group (s)

LCFF Funds

Other State Funds

Local Funds

Federal Funds

Total Funds

01

10

7th & 8th grade student MOU

All

$182,000.00

$182,000.00

02

01

School climate activities

All

$1,500.00

$3,000.00

02

02

Interventions ( behavior supports )

All

02

03

Interventions ( social emotional
supports )

All

02

04

Improved Attendance Actions

All

02

05

Teachers collaboration

All

$4,600.00

$4,600.00

02

06

Learning Environment

All

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

02

07

Climate surveys

All

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

02

08

Special Ed Services

All

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$0.00

$25,000.00

$25,000.00

$0.00
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2022-23 Total Expenditures Table
Totals

LCFF Funds

Other State Funds

Local Funds

Federal Funds

Total Funds

Total Personnel

Total Non-personnel

Totals

$628,682.00

$0.00

$0.00

$42,734.00

$671,416.00

$161,617.00

$509,799.00

Goal

Action

Action Title

Students Group (s)

LCFF Funds

Other State Funds

Local Funds

Federal Funds

Total Funds

03

01

Parent communication

All

$4,000.00

$4,000.00

03

02

Parent Survey

All

$500.00

$500.00

03

03

PTA Partnership

All

04

01

Broad course of study

All

$70,304.00

$81,120.00

04

02

Technology support

All

$11,440.00

$11,440.00

04

03

Technology Access

All

$20,000.00

$20,000.00

04

04

All

04

05

All

$750.00
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2022-23 Contributing Actions Table
1. Projected
LCFF Base
Grant

2. Projected
LCFF
Supplemental
and/or
Concentration
Grants

3. Projected
Percentage to
Increase or
Improve
Services for the
Coming School
Year
(2 divided by 1)

LCFF
Carryover Percentage
(Percentage
from Prior
Year)

Total
Percentage to
Increase or
Improve
Services for
the Coming
School Year
(3 +
Carryover %)

4. Total Planned
Contributing
Expenditures
(LCFF Funds)

5. Total
Planned
Percentage of
Improved
Services
(%)

Planned
Percentage to
Increase or
Improve Services
for the Coming
School Year
(4 divided by 1,
plus 5)

Totals by
Type

$1,542,814

$21,917

1.4%

0.0%

0.00%

$103,984

0.0%

6.7%

Total:

Total LCFF
Funds

$103,984

LEA-wide Total:

$97,064

Limited Total:

$6,920

Schoolwide Total:

Action Title

Contributing to
Increased or
Improved
Services

Scope

Unduplicated
Students Group
(s)

Planned % of
Improved
Services

Goal

Action

01

03

Interventions ( academic supports )

Yes

LEA-wide

English Learners
Low Income

All Schools

$97,064.00

0.0%

01

04

EL support

Yes

English Learners

All Schools

$1,200.00

0.0%

01

07

Bilingual instructional support

Yes

Limited to
Unduplicated
Student Group
(s)
Limited to
Unduplicated
Student Group
(s)

English Learners

All Schools

$5,720.00

0.0%

38

Location

Planned
Expenditures for
Contributing
Actions (LCFF
Funds)

$0
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Education Systems Engineers

Priority 1:

CA Dashboard, Local Indicators Report, BESD-2022

?

Number/percentage of misassignments of teachers of English learners, total teacher misassignments, and
vacant teacher positions:
0%
Number/percentage of students without access to their own copies of standards-aligned instructional
materials for use at school and at home:
0%
Number of identified instances where facilities do not meet the “good repair” standard (including deficiencies
and extreme deficiencies):
0
Optional: Provide any additional information that the local educational agency believes is relevant to
understanding its progress on meeting the requirements for appropriately assigned teachers, access to
curriculum-aligned instructional materials, and safe, clean and functional school facilities. (1500 character
limit)

Priority 2:

Ye

100%
70%
91%
75%
s
In the narrative box, identify the locally selected measures or tools that the local educational agency is using
to track its progress in implementing the state academic standards adopted by the State Board of Education
and briefly describe why the local educational agency chose the selected measures or tools.
Additionally, summarize the local educational agency’s progress in implementing the academic standards
adopted by the State Board of Education, based on the locally selected measures or tools. (3000 character
limit)
1260
The LEA uses an internally developed self assessment tool to measure the implementation of the CA State
Academic Standards (CASS). The survey is taken by each teacher in a facilitated focus group environment.
This setting allows the teachers to ask clarifying questions of the facilitator and each other. The self
assessment tool asks questions about the number of students taught, how many have the most current
CASS aligned curriculum, and what percentage of instruction in the various content areas is rigorously
aligned to the most recently adopted CASS.
The LEA chose this particular tool because it focuses on the implementation of standards in the instructional
process and gives the district one number to simply and effectively measure annual progress. In addition this
tool was developed before the CDE's self-reflection tools and thus provides annual growth going back three
academic years.

articipation

The 2020-21 and 2021-22 average response to the question, "Of the daily instruction your students receive
from you, what percentage is rigorously aligned to the current CASS in your content area." was respectively,
100% and 91%. The 2020-21 and 2021-22 average response to the same question, but for ELD instruction
only was 70% and 75%, respectively.
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80

Goal #

78

Participation

Index

31

Input

Houses

CA Dashboard, Local Indicators Report, BESD-2022

Survey

Education Systems Engineers

Goal
03 Maintain high levels of parent and
community participation in and
s
If the local educational agency administers a local survey to parents/guardians in at least one grade within
each grade span that the local educational agency serves (e.g., K–5, 6–8, 9–12), summarize:
Priority 3:

Ye

87% 71%

● The key findings from the survey related to seeking input from parents/guardians in school and district
decision making;
● The key findings from the survey related to promoting parental participation in programs; and
● Why the local educational agency chose the selected survey and whether the findings relate to the goals
established for other Local Control Funding Formula priorities in the Local Control and Accountability Plan.
(3000 character limit)
1009
The parent survey was administered to a random sample of parents in all grades served by the LEA during
the spring of 2022. The sample included 31 responses in an LEA with an estimated family count of 78 for a
response rate of 39.7%.
The key findings of the survey were:
1. Parent Input: 87% of parents agreed with the statement that, The school or district actively seeks the input
of parents before making important decisions.
2. Parent Participation: 71% agreed with the survey statements suggesting that, the district provides multiple
forms of support to parents.
The LEA chose this parent survey tool because it is based on research by Michael Krist SBE President on
what effective districts do to involve parents. It has also been used by the district for 4 years of LCAP, so
there is longitudinal data to compare growth.
The survey assists the LEA in measuring the outcomes of goal 03 Maintain high levels of parent and
community participation in and connectedness with the schools will increase.
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Education Systems Engineers

CA Dashboard, Local Indicators Report, BESD-2022

Priority 3 CDE Self Reflection Tool:
Section 1

1. Rate the LEA’s progress in developing the
capacity of staff (i.e. administrators, teachers, and
classified staff) to build trusting and respectful
relationships with families

2. Rate the LEA’s progress in creating welcoming
environments for all families in the community.

3. Rate the LEA’s progress in supporting staff to
learn about each family’s strengths, cultures,
languages, and goals for their children.
4. Rate the LEA’s progress in developing multiple
opportunities for the LEA and school sites to engage
in 2-way communication between families and
educators using language that is understandable
and accessible to families.

Ballard is a school built as a community and with love. It is apparent each morning as the children run to
school and in the way staff engages with the students on a daily basis. The current school board is open to
suggestions and input from Ballard families. They support decisions made by staff members regarding
educational policies and curriculum.
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Education Systems Engineers

CA Dashboard, Local Indicators Report, BESD-2022

Priority 3 CDE Self Reflection Tool:
Section 2

5. Rate the LEA’s progress in providing professional
learning and support to teachers and principals to
improve a school’s capacity to partner with families.

6. Rate the LEA’s progress in providing families with
information and resources to support student
learning and development in the home.
7. Rate the LEA’s progress in implementing policies
or programs for teachers to meet with families and
students to discuss student progress and ways to
work together to support improved student
outcomes.
8. Rate the LEA’s progress in supporting families to
understand and exercise their legal rights and
advocate for their own students and all students.

Ballard School works hard to involve families in the Ballard School community but covid has made it difficult.
It will be helpful as the school moves beyond the covid protocols to provide more opportunities for families to
come on campus and experience the traditions and programs that make Ballard School a community.
Identifying areas of engagement as a staff before reaching out to the families would be helpful. This could
help identify the goals for what it is the community wants to accomplish.
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Education Systems Engineers

CA Dashboard, Local Indicators Report, BESD-2022

Priority 3 CDE Self Reflection Tool:
Section 3

9. Rate the LEA’s progress in building the capacity
of and supporting principals and staff to effectively
engage families in advisory groups and with
decision-making.
10. Rate the LEA’s progress in building the capacity
of and supporting family members to effectively
engage in advisory groups and decision-making.
11. Rate the LEA’s progress in providing all families with
opportunities to provide input on policies and programs,
and implementing strategies to reach and seek input
from any underrepresented groups in the school
community.
12. Rate the LEA’s progress in providing opportunities
to have families, teachers, principals, and district
administrators work together to plan, design, implement
and evaluate family engagement activities at school and
district levels.

Ballard has many opportunities for parents to be engaged in school events and programs.

Priority 6:

Ye

s agencies will provide a narrative summary of the local administration as analysis of a local
Local educational
climate survey that captures a valid measure of student perceptions of school safety and connectedness in at
least one grade within the grade span (e.g., K-5, 6-8, 9-12). Specifically, local educational agencies will have
an opportunity to include differences among student groups, and for surveys that provide an overall score,
such as the California Healthy Kids Survey report the overall score for all students and student groups. This
summary may also include an analysis of a subset of specific items on a local survey that are particularly
relevant to school safety and connectedness.
(3000 character limit) 562
The ESE Climate Survey was administered to grades 5 by the LEA during the spring of 2022.
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Education Systems Engineers

CA Dashboard, Local Indicators Report, BESD-2022

Two questions that were of particular import to the LEA in evaluating priority 6 were:
1. The questions relating to school connectedness. These questions differ slightly at each grade level, but
they measure students' sense of connectedness to the school. 88% of students say they feel connected with
their school.
2. The questions relating to school safety. These questions measure whether students feel safe at school.
95% of students say they feel safe at school.

Score
Priority 7:

Ye

100%

s the locally selected measures or tools that the LEA is using to track the extent to which all
1. Briefly identify
students have access to, and are enrolled in, a broad course of study, based on grade spans, unduplicated
student groups, and individuals with exceptional needs served.
(3000 character limit) 532
The district developed a self evaluation tool to determine the percentage of students ( including unduplicated
and exceptional needs students ) that have access to each required course of study. This percentage is
evaluated at each grade level and for each required course of study per Ed Code EC 51210 and 51220.
These percentages are then aggregated to give the district a percentage score on the access that students
have to the broad course of study. The self evaluation tool for the 2021-22 school year gave a score of
100%.
2. Using the locally selected measures or tools, summarize the extent to which all students have access to,
and are enrolled in, a broad course of study. The summary should identify any differences across school
sites and student groups in access to, and enrollment in, a broad course of study. LEAs may describe
progress over time in the extent to which all students have access to, and are enrolled in, a broad course of
study. (3000 character limit)
418
The self evaluation tool for the 2021-22 school year gave a score of 100%. There is only one site per grade
range; therefore, there are no access differences across sites. It was the determination of the district while
using the self evaluation tool, that both the unduplicated sub group and the students with exceptional needs
sub group had the same access to the broad range of study that the general population had.
3. Given the results of the tool or locally selected measures, identify the barriers preventing the LEA from
providing access to a broad course of study for all students.
(3000 character limit) 253
One large barrier to providing a broad course of study to all students is the limited number of teachers within
the district. With only 9.80 teachers for grades TK-8 it is a challenge to provide adequate access in areas like
applied and performing arts.
4. In response to the results of the tool or locally selected measures, what revisions, decisions, or new
actions will the LEA implement, or has the LEA implemented, to ensure access to a broad course of study for
all students? (3000 character limit)
128
The district will work to increase student access to visual and performing arts and career technical education
prep instruction.
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